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Three-dimensional integrated circuit (3D IC) technology offers a potential breakthrough to enable a

paradigm-shift strategy, called “more than Moore,” with novel features and advantages over the conventional

2D process technology. By having three-dimensional interconnections, 3D IC provides substantial wirelength

reduction and a massive amount of bandwidth, which gives significant performance improvement to over-

come many of the nontrivial challenges in semiconductor industry. Moreover, 3D integration technology

enables to stack disparate technologies with various functionalities into a single system-in-package (SiP),

introducing “true 3D IC” design.

As the first physical design (PD) step, IC floorplanning takes a crucial role to determine IC’s overall design

qualities such as footprint area, timing closure, power distribution, thermal management, and so on. How-

ever, lack of efficient 3D floorplanning algorithms that practically implement advantages of 3D integration

technology is a critical bottleneck for PD automation of 3D IC design and implementation. 3D floorplanning

(or packing, block partitioning) is a well-known NP-hard problem, and most of 3D floorplanning algorithms

rely on heuristics and iterative improvements. Thus, developing complete and efficient 3D floorplan repre-

sentations is important, since floorplan representation provides the foundation of data structure to search the

solution space for 3D IC floorplanning. A well-defined floorplan representation provides a well-organized and

cost-effective methodology to design high-performance 3D IC.

We propose a new 3D IC floorplan representation methodology using corner links and partial order. Given

a fixed number of cuboidal blocks and their volume, algorithmic 3D floorplan representations describe topo-

logical structure and physical positions/orientations of each block relative to the origin in the 3D floorplan

space. In this article, (1) we introduce our novel 3D floorplan representation, called corner links representa-

tion, (2) we analyze the equivalence relation between the corner links representation and its corresponding

partial order representation, and (3) we discuss several key properties of the corner links representation and

partial order representation. The corner links representation provides a complete and efficient structure to

assemble the original 3D mosaic floorplan. Also, the corner links representation for the non-degenerate 3D

mosaic floorplan can be equivalently expressed by the four trees representation. The partial order representa-

tion defines the topological structure of the 3D floorplan with three transitive closure graphs (TCG) for each
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direction and captures all stitching planes in the 3D floorplan in the order of their respective directions. We

demonstrate that the corner links representation can be reduced to its corresponding partial order represen-

tation, indicating that the corner links representation shares well-defined and -studied features/properties of

3D TCG-based floorplan representation. If the partial order representation describes relations between any

pairs of blocks in the 3D floorplan, then the floorplan is a valid floorplan. We show that the partial order rep-

resentation can restore the absolute coordinates of all blocks in the 3D mosaic floorplan by using the given

physical dimensions of blocks.

CCS Concepts: • Hardware → 3D integrated circuits; Partitioning and floorplanning;
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1 INTRODUCTION

Three-dimensional (3D) integration circuit (IC) technology offers a potential breakthrough with
novel features and advantages over the conventional 2D integration technology. A 3D IC (as shown
in Figure 1) is an integrated circuit manufactured by vertically stacking wafers, dies, or devices, and
interconnecting them by using inter-layer vias and/or microbumps such as through-silicon vias
(TSVs), monolithic inter-tier vias (MIVs), and face-to-face (F2F) vias. Design’s hierarchical level
and vertical interconnection’s type (as shown in Figure 1) classify 3D IC integration technologies
into interposer-based 2.5D packages, TSV-based stacked 3D ICs, monolithic 3D ICs and 3D devices,
3D system-on-chip (SoC), system-in-package (SiP), and so on.

The 3D IC technology provides strong momentum to overcome many of nontrivial challenges
that arise from the semiconductor industry’s relentless push into the deep nanoscale regime [27].
Recently, a feature editor of Nature announced the paradigm shift from shrinking the devices to a
new strategy called “more than Moore” [39]. The author [39] declares that the 3D IC technology
is a potential option to extend the trend. With the three-dimensional interconnections, substantial
wirelength reduction and massive amounts of bandwidth can be achieved between device layers
without incurring the usual latency penalties. Also, the 3D IC technology introduces new archi-
tectures that can have much better performance for the future applications. For example, the 3D
IC technology enables us to stack and integrate disparate technologies into a single system-in-
package (SiP) implementation. Fabrication technologies to specific functions such as RF circuits,
memories, or optoelectronic devices are often incompatible with the normal IC integration pro-
cesses for high-performance logic devices. The 3D IC technology suggests a flexible and promising
way to include device/gate layers with distinct functionalities (as shown in Figure 1), toward “true
3D IC.”

A number of studies have validated the benefits of 3D IC integration technology and have ex-
plored the design space for 3D architectures and physical implementations, which maximize the
advantages of 3D ICs. Bernstein et al. [2] confirm the benefits of 3D integration in the scope of
architecture and performance. In [43], the authors demonstrate that a multicore processor chip
design could reduce the number of interconnections between critical intercore components by
an order of magnitude through 3D IC implementation. Hybrid memory cube (HMC) consor-
tium [21] is another example of efforts from industrial leaders to drive 3D ICs into mainstream
production.
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Fig. 1. An example of 3D IC integration. (a) A 3D IC package, re-illustrated based on the original figure

in Ref. [47]. (b) A general 3D floorplan to map a design into physical space of hardware [42]. (c) Transistor-,

gate-, and block-level monolithic 3D ICs [35]. (d) Gate-level TSV-based and (e) face-to-face (F2F) 3D IC [35].

Despite the recent emphases on the necessity of 3D IC designs, a multitude of challenges has so
far obstructed large-scale transition from the classical 2D ICs to stacked 3D ICs [26]. Knechtel and
Lienig discuss the most relevant aspects of automating the physical design (PD) process for 3D
ICs by highlighting how 3D IC design becomes increasingly difficult and demanding as compared
to well-engineered design automation for 2D ICs. Major design challenges for 3D ICs include 3D
IC-specific challenges such as 3D fabrication technologies, 3D architecture exploration, system-
level interconnection design, 3D stacking-aware partitioning, 3D vertical interconnection’s para-
sitic analysis, and so on, as well as traditional challenges such as placement, clock-tree synthesis,
thermal management, reliability, power distribution, and so on.

For a past decade, 3D IC design automation has been intensively studied by both industry and
academia [4–6, 9, 16, 22, 24, 31, 35, 36, 38] but not yet sufficient. Therefore, more sophisticated
and practical design methodologies are urgently required to fully exploit the benefits of 3D IC
technology. For example, for power distribution, IC designers encounter many potential design
choices of the packaging technologies such as on-chip and off-chip voltage regulators, decoupling
capacitors, number of dies, wire pitches and allocation of vertical vias (i.e., through-silicon via
(TSV) or monolithic inter-tier via (MIV)) for millions of nodes [19, 20, 37, 52]. The difficulties of
3D IC designs and implementations call for powerful and efficient design automation algorithms
to optimize the 3D IC design.

In this work, we focus on the 3D floorplan representations to enable effective 3D IC design
automation. Floorplanning is the first step of IC’s physical design (PD) procedure, which deter-
mines (absolute or relative) locations and/or dimensions (or aspect ratios) of functional and/or
hierarchical blocks/clusters/constraints. Therefore, with good spatial structures, IC practitioners
can have better opportunities to obtain high-performance ICs. The solution quality of IC floor-
planning directly impacts overall layout design quality in terms of footprint area, die utilization,
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timing closure, clock distribution, routing congestion, power consumption, and so on. On top of
the discussion above, the spatial and topological structuring of non-overlapping blocks (or block
packing/partitioning) is an important theoretical/practical research topic for PD engineers.

Floorplan representation is an important topic for PD engineers as a foundation of data struc-
ture, facilitating to envision the early design perspectives for the full-chip level solution quality.
Without complete and efficient floorplan representation algorithms, designing high-performance
and cost-effective IC layout becomes extremely hard due to the lack of computational tools for IC
designers to explore the IC floorplanning solution space. While conventional 2D IC floorplanning
researches have published a large amount of literature including notable results, the extension to
3D IC floorplanning remains open with many nontrivial challenges to explore. A complete and ef-
ficient 3D floorplan representation enables effective and efficient 3D IC layout design automation.
General 3D floorplan representations are also applicable for the classical temporal 2D floorplan-
ning problems (by having the time component as the additional dimension to 2D space) such as
dynamically reconfigurable FPGA design [44, 49, 50].

In this work, we introduce the new 3D floorplan representation by using “corner links” and “par-
tial order.” We also propose “four trees” representation, which equivalently expresses the corner
links of the non-degenerate 3D mosaic floorplan. The corner links representation is a complete and
efficient 3D floorplan representation, meaning that (1) a 3D mosaic floorplan can be represented by
the corner links representation, and (2) a corner links representation corresponds to a unique 3D
floorplan and restores the 3D floorplan inO (m) time. We show that the corner links representation
can be reduced to the corresponding partial order representation, indicating that the corner links
representation can utilize well-defined and -studied features/properties of 3D TCG-based floor-
plan representation [50]. We describe and demonstrate several key properties of, and relations
between the corner links representation and partial order representation. Our contributions are as
follows.

• We introduce a new 3D floorplan representation methodology by using corner links and
partial order representations.
—We define a corner link as a set of 1/8 corners that intersect at the same coordinate and

belong to the adjacent blocks next to each other inX ,Y ,Z , or diagonal direction. A corner
link consists of pair(s) of neighboring corners with odd number of the Hamming distance
(i.e., the number of positions at which the corresponding symbols are different [30]).

—The corner links representation is a set of the entire corner links in the 3D floorplan.
—The partial order defines the topological structure of the 3D floorplan with three transitive

closure graphs (TCG) for each direction. We show that the corner links can be reduced to
its corresponding partial order, indicating that the corner links representation can utilize
well-defined and -studied features/properties of 3D TCG-based floorplan representation.

• We analyze the properties of, and relations between the corner links representation and the
partial order representation.
—The corner links representation is a complete and efficient 3D floorplan representation,

indicating that (1) every 3D mosaic floorplan can be represented by the corner links rep-
resentation, and (2) a corner links representation corresponds to a single 3D floorplan
and restores the 3D floorplan in O (m) time.

—The corner links representation can be obtained in O (m logm) time complexity.
—For the non-degenerate 3D mosaic floorplan, the corner links can be equivalently ex-

pressed by a set of four trees representation.
—We introduce two partial-order-related representations, (i) face partial order and (ii) block

partial order, equivalent to the TCG-based partial order representation.
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—If the partial order representation describes relations between all pairs of blocks in the
3D floorplan, then the partial order representation produces the valid floorplan.

—The partial order representation captures all stitching planes in the 3D floorplan, in sorted
order by their respective directions.

• We present three algorithms for the following transformations:
—From the 3D mosaic floorplan to the corner links representation.
—From the corner links representation to the partial order representation.
—From the partial order representation to the absolute coordinates of the entire blocks.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews general foundations
of classes of floorplans and floorplan representations. Section 3 introduces our new 3D floorplan
representation, i.e., corner links, and partial order representation. Section 4 discusses the properties
of, and relations between the corner links, four trees, and face and block partial orders. Then, we
demonstrate these properties. Section 5 describes the algorithms to obtain corner links from the
given 3D floorplan, to convert the corner links representation to the partial order representation,
and to restore the absolute coordinates of all blocks from the partial order representation. Section 6
concludes this article and presents future works.

2 FLOORPLAN OVERVIEW

In this section, we first introduce the basis of floorplanning and the related terms such as block
overlap, block adjacency, and valid floorplan. Next, we describe three floorplan classifications.
In this work, we focus on a class of mosaic floorplans. We present the fundamental floorplan
representations and several key characteristics of the mosaic floorplan. Then the foundations of the
2D and 3D transitive closure graphs (TCG) and the adjacent constraint graph (ACG) are described.

2.1 Basis of Floorplanning

In a d-dimensional (d-D) floorplanning (sometimes called as box partitioning) problem, suppose
we have a d-D floorplan space P . The floorplan space P is the rectangular or block that covers
the entire block components. We partition the given floorplan space P into m blocks (or more
generally find an arrangement of m non-overlapping blocks within P ). Each block B occupies the
space spanning in an interval [minBi , maxBi ] for each dimension i where Bi is the coordinates of
block B in dimension i . In this article, we refer to minBi and maxBi as Bi− and Bi+, respectively.
Following this convention, for 3D floorplanning, we use symbols X , Y , and Z to represent each
dimension i in the 3D floorplan space P . Obviously, the strict inequality should hold for all blocks
in P , i.e., minBi < maxBi (or Bi− < Bi+) for all dimensions i so that all the blocks have positive
volume. Note that, in the later sections of this article, we use superscripts for indicating block’s
dimensional information (e.g., BX+) and subscripts for indicating block’s index (e.g., B1). We define
four terminologies, frequently used in this work as follows.

2.1.1 Interval Overlap. For two blocks B1 and B2, we define interval overlap in a dimension i
if two intervals [Bi−

1 , B
i+
1 ] (i.e., [minBi

1, maxBi
1]) and [Bi−

2 , B
i+
2 ] (i.e., [minBi

2, maxBi
2]) hold two

inequalities: (i) Bi−
2 < Bi+

1 (i.e., minBi
2 < maxBi

1) and (ii) Bi−
1 < Bi+

2 (i.e., minBi
1 < maxBi

2). The
strict inequality ensures that the overlap has positive length.

2.1.2 Block Overlap. We define block overlap of two blocks B1 and B2 if intervals [Bi−
1 , B

i+
1 ] (i.e.,

[minBi
1, maxBi

1]) and [Bi−
2 , B

i+
2 ] (i.e., [minBi

2, maxBi
2]) overlap for all dimensions i in the given

d-D floorplan space P . In other words, two blocks B1 and B2 are not overlapped if there exists a
dimension i that does not hold the interval overlap.
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Fig. 2. Classification of floorplans. (a) Set relation chart of floorplan classifications. (b) An example of the

mosaic floorplan. (c) An example of the slicing floorplan where we can partition the floorplan into single

blocks by cutting blocks recursively.

2.1.3 Block Adjacency. A pair of blocks B1 and B2 are adjacent if there exists a dimension i such
that Bi−

1 = Bi+
2 (i.e., minBi

1 = maxBi
2) or Bi−

2 = Bi+
1 (i.e., minBi

2 = maxBi
1); and for the remaining

dimension(s) j where j � i , all the intervals [B j−
1 , B

j+
1 ] (i.e., [minB j

1, maxB j
1]) and [B j−

2 , B
j+
2 ] (i.e.,

[minB j
2, maxB j

2]) are overlapped. For 3D floorplanning, we define two blocks B1 and B2 are adja-

cent if these two blocks are touching the surface of one another.

2.1.4 Valid Floorplan. In the d-D floorplan space P , a floorplan is valid if any pair of blocks are
not overlapped with each other.

2.2 Classification of Floorplanning

We classify floorplans into three categories, (i) general floorplan, (ii) mosaic floorplan, and (iii) slic-
ing floorplan. Figure 2(a) shows the set relation of three floorplan classifications, and Figures 2(b)
and (c) present the examples of mosaic and slicing floorplan, respectively. A set of slicing floorplans
is a subset of mosaic floorplans and a set of mosaic floorplans is a subset of general floorplans. In
this article, we focus on the mosaic floorplan and its representation methodology.

2.2.1 General Floorplan. A general floorplan is a collection of non-overlapping blocks (i.e., non-
intersecting blocks), where all blocks are contained within the given floorplan space P . The general
floorplan allows empty spaces within the given floorplan space P . To reduce the problem complex-
ity, we often focus on the case of a compact floorplan, where all blocks are pushed toward the origin
such that no block can be further shifted closer toward the origin without overlapping or moving
other blocks.

2.2.2 Mosaic Floorplan. A set of mosaic floorplans is a subset of the general floorplans, obtained
by partitioning the floorplan space P into multiple blocks (as shown in Figure 2(b)). In the mosaic
floorplan, the blocks cover all available floorplan space P , indicating that there are no empty spaces
within the given floorplan space P . While nonexistence of empty space is a substantial restriction
compared to the general floorplans, the mosaic floorplan provides much simpler thus more ef-
ficient structure to study and analyze. This allows designers to reduce possible combinations of
the solution range. Also, the mosaic floorplan can be easily extended to the general floorplan by
adding empty blocks with a controlled number of gaps (i.e., holes). In addition, the mosaic floor-
plan gives a more general overview than the slicing floorplan so that physical design engineers can
obtain deeper insights of the IC floorplanning problems. We further discuss the mosaic floorplan
in Section 2.4.

2.2.3 Slicing Floorplan. A set of slicing floorplans is a subset of the mosaic floorplans, obtained
by recursively bi-partitioning (i.e., slicing) a block in the floorplan space P into two blocks with
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Fig. 3. An example of 3D slicing floorplan with 11 blocks, i.e., blocks a-k . (a) The 3D slicing floorplan from

Figure 2(c) and its coordinate system. (b) The bottom layer layout of the 3D slicing floorplan in Figure 3(a).

(c) The slicing tree representation of the 3D slicing floorplan in Figure 3(a).

new boundaries perpendicular to a dimensional axis. The slicing floorplan starts with assuming the
floorplan space P as a single block (as shown in Figure 2(c)). With this in mind, the slicing floorplan
can be represented with a hierarchical tree structure (i.e., slicing tree) [7] as shown in Figure 3. By
its nature, a slicing tree is a full binary tree. The root shows the first cut of the floorplan. Each node
of the tree represents one of the three cutting directions in the 3D floorplan space. Each internal
node represents the further cuts on the partial subspace, derived through the path from the root
to the node. The leaf contains each individual block.

2.3 Fundamental Floorplan Representations

Floorplan representations are fundamental and important research topics in IC physical design.
Many floorplanning problems for 2D and 3D ICs are NP-hard [41]. Most floorplanning algorithms
are heuristic and rely on perturbations with random searches and iterative improvements. Thus,
researches on floorplan representations are crucial, because a floorplan representation (1) pro-
vides a foundation of the data structure, (2) decides the algorithm’s complexity, and (3) deter-
mines the solution space size. Without a complete and efficient methodology for the floorplan
representation, designing high-performance and cost-effective IC layout becomes extremely hard
due to the lack of computational tools for IC designers to explore the IC floorplanning solution
space. Therefore, floorplan representation methodologies that express geometrical information
of functional/hierarchical blocks/clusters/constraints directly impact turnaround time of IC floor-
plan/placement as well as overall layout design quality of results (QoR) with respect to footprint
area, routability, timing closure, power consumption, and so on.

Examples of simple floorplan representation methodologies include floorplan specifications
based on (i) absolute coordinate, (ii) corner-stitching, and (iii) partial ordering. The absolute
coordinate-based floorplan specification is a naïve representation method that directly gives the
physical locations of blocks. These can be used, e.g., for visualization purposes to specify the phys-
ical position and dimensions of each circuit block in a fixed space. While the absolute coordinate
floorplan specification is usefully explicit, it is a high-entropy representation, which makes the
design problems more difficult to work with and unsuitable for solving various optimization prob-
lems. Corner-stitching is a well-known representation for 2D IC floorplanning [33, 34]. During
floorplanning, we track all neighboring blocks through corner stitches connecting opposite cor-
ners (e.g., lower-left and upper-right corners in Figure 4) of every block. The stitches combined
all together form the data structure for the given floorplan. In this article, our new 3D floorplan
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Fig. 4. An example of corner-stitching-based 2D floorplan representation. Each blue arrow depicts stitch,

which is pointer. Red dotted arrows show the searching path for the block containing point A by following

the pre-defined pointers.

representation methodology, i.e., corner links, is deeply inspired by the corner-stitching represen-
tation (see Section 3.1). The partial ordering provides the topological structure of a floorplan with
transitive closure graphs per each dimension. There are two partial order-related representations;
face partial order and block partial order. The details are described in Section 3.2.

2.4 Mosaic Floorplan

In this section, we discuss the key features of the 2D and 3D mosaic floorplan.

2.4.1 Key Features. The 2D mosaic floorplan is well-described in Reference [18], and the au-
thors summarize the key features of the 2D mosaic floorplan as follows:

• No empty space exists within the floorplan space, i.e., each coordinate is assigned at-least
one and only one block.

• The segment intersection forms a “T-junction,” except the corners of the given floorplan
space. The T-junctions (0◦, 90◦, 180◦, 270◦) are defined as the point where one end of the
non-crossing segment contacts the crossing segment.

• There is no degenerate case where two distinct T-junctions meet at the same location. We
define the non-degenerate floorplan as the floorplan that does not have any degenerate cases.

• The topological structure of the mosaic floorplan remains the same even after adjust-
ing block sizes by shifting T-junction corners, unless the neighboring corners are non-
degenerate.

2.4.2 2D Mosaic Floorplan. The mosaic floorplan has been well-studied in past decades [3].
Also, many advances have been made in 2D floorplan representations. In particular, our research
on the new 3D floorplan representation, i.e., corner links, is inspired by corner stitching [33, 34]
and twin binary trees [46, 48] representations. For the 2D mosaic floorplans, Yao et al. [46] present
the precise number of mosaic floorplans with the given-fixed number of blocks. The number of
distinct mosaic floorplans with m blocks is equal to the mth Baxter number B (m) [1, 8] as shown
in Equation (1). Dulucq and Guibert [12] also prove that the exact number of distinct twin binary
trees with m nodes is equal to the Baxter number B (m). Finally, the authors of Reference [46]
demonstrate a bijective mapping between the pair of twin binary trees and the 2D mosaic floorplan:

B (m) =

(
m + 1

1

)−1 (
m + 1

2

)−1 m∑
k=1

(
m + 1
k − 1

) (
m + 1
k

) (
m + 1
k + 1

)
. (1)

In this work, we define the corners of each block as 1/2d where d is the dimension of the given
floorplan space P . Thus, in a 2D floorplan, we refer to each corner of the four corners of a block as
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Fig. 5. (a) An example of the 2D mosaic floorplan, which has the same topological structure of the 2D floor-

plan in Figure 4. (b) The twin binary trees for the floorplan of Figure 5(a). The pair of trees represents the

up-right and down-left corner relations.

1/4 corner. Note that the two edges of the corner (i.e., a non-crossing segment at a T-junction) di-
vide the space into a 90-degree angle. Then, a straight line (i.e., a crossing segment at a T-junction)
is considered as a 1/2 corner. Therefore, except for the four boundary corners of the 2D floor-
plan space P , the tip of each 1/4 corner is always connected to either four 1/4 corners or two
1/4 corners and a 1/2 corner. As we discussed in the previous Section 2.4.1, we refer to the four-
1/4-corner-junction configuration as a degenerate case. For the 2D mosaic floorplan, we eliminate
these configurations by shifting the segment (forming a degenerate case) by a small distance, so
that we have no degenerate cases in our consideration. Without degenerate cases, i.e., in the non-
degenerate 2D floorplan, the segment intersection always forms a T-junction.

In each dimension, we denote the 1/8 corner closer to the origin as − corner and the 1/8 corner
farther from the origin as + corner. And we denote each corner of block B as Bxy (or Bxyz in
3D) where x , y, and z, respectively, indicate the relative location of the corner as − or + for each
dimension. E.g., B−−1 = BX−Y−

1 , indicating block B1’s corner at the minimum X and Y directional

coordinate, BX−
1 (i.e., minBX

1 ) and BY−
1 (i.e., minBY

1 ). For block A in Figure 5, the lower-left, upper-
left, lower-right, and upper-right corners are denoted as A−−, A−+, A+−, and A++, respectively. For
each block in the 2D mosaic floorplan of Figure 5(a), the −− corners are linked by the forward
arrows (blue arrows) while the ++ corners are linked by the backward arrows (red arrows).

Figure 5 illustrates (a) an example of 2D mosaic floorplan that has the same topological structure
of Figure 4’s floorplan and (b) the corresponding twin binary trees of the floorplan in Figure 5(a). A
pair of trees represents the up-right and down-left corner relations together. Blue and red arrows
in Figure 5(a) indicate up-right and down-left corner relations, and these are depicted by blue and
red edges (left and right trees, respectively) in Figure 5(b). Solid and dotted edges in Figure 5(b),
respectively, represent horizontal and vertical relations. In Figure 5, τ− and τ+, respectively, denote
twin binary trees for up-right (i.e., blue) and down-left (i.e., red) corner relations. Θ is the leaf label
sequence of the tree ignoring the first and the last bits, and I is the node sequence of the tree from
the in-order traversal. Each in-order traversal of two trees (i.e., I (τ−) and I (τ+)) produces the same
sequence, ACGHBDIEF JK . We extend the two trees into binary leaves with label 0 at left and 1
at right. Traversing the leaves from left to right, the complement relation of the binary strings is
observed (i.e., 1100110011 (τ−) vs. 0011001100 (τ+)). Combined Θ and I information together, we
can decode and restore the physical structure of 2D mosaic floorplan [46].

2.4.3 3D Mosaic Floorplan. Recently, 3D floorplans have been intensively studied. Research on
3D floorplan representation methodology include sequences of blocks to encode the topology of
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Fig. 6. An illustration for the transitive closure graph (Figure 2 of Reference [29]). (a) An example 2D floor-

plan, and (b) its horizontal (Ch ) and vertical (Cv ) transitive closure graphs.

3D packing [45], representation for the 3D slicing floorplan [7], 3D corner block lists (CBL) [32], 3D
bonded slice-surface grid (BSG) [51], T-tree data structure for the spatial and temporal relations of
blocks in 3D space [49], graph-based topological 3D floorplan representation (3D transitive closure
graph) [50], topological structure using weighted directed graph [23], and tree-based approaches
and sequences to extend twin binary tree [42, 40, 15]. Fischbach et al. present a comparative study
of most of the aforementioned 3D floorplanning methods and more in Reference [14].

As discussed in the previous Section 2.4.2, we define the corners of each block as 1/2d where
d is the dimension of the given d-D floorplan space. With this in mind, for the 3D floorplan, we
define a point on a vertex of a block as 1/8 corner, since the block occupies 1

8 of the space at the
point. Similarly, we define a point on an edge as 1/4 corner and a point on a face as 1/2 corner,
since the block occupies 1

4 of the space at the point on the edge and 1
2 of the space at the point on

the face. The sum of the fractional corner parts at any internal junction points is always 1.

2.5 Transitive Closure Graph and Adjacent Constraint Graph

2.5.1 Transitive Closure Graph. Suppose a directed-acyclic graph G = (V ,E), with vertex set
V = {1, 2, . . . ,n}. We define the transitive closure ofG as the graphG∗ = (V ,E∗), where E∗ = {(i, j ):
there is a path from vertex i to vertex j inG} [11]. The transitive closure graph (TCG) representation
describes the geometric relations among blocks based on two graphs, i.e., a horizontal transitive
closure graphCh and a vertical transitive closure graphCv [29]. Figure 6 shows (a) an example 2D
floorplan and (b) its horizontal (Ch ) and vertical (Cv ) transitive closure graphs. Transitive closure
graph has the following properties: (1) Ch and Cv are acyclic, ensuring a block cannot be placed
both left and right (or below and above). (2) Each pair of nodes must be connected by exactly one
edge either in Ch or in Cv , which guarantees that no overlaps between any blocks. And (3) the
transitive closure of Ch (Cv ) is equal to itself, eliminating redundant solutions.

2.5.2 Adjacent Constraint Graph. Proposed in Reference [53], the adjacent constraint graph
(ACG) has advantages of both adjacency graph and constraint graph, indicating that the ACG can
represent both interconnects and areas. (1) Since edges in an ACG only connect blocks close to
each other, the physical distance of two blocks can be measured directly in the graph. (2) Since
an ACG is a constraint graph, the floorplan area and block positions can be found by longest path
computations. Figure 7 shows (a) an example 2D floorplan, its (b) constraint graph, (c) adjacency
graph, and (d) adjacent constraint graph (ACG). ACG is complete and non-redundant floorplan
representation by virtue of its symmetrical data structure from the union of horizontal and vertical
edges. As preventing two or more edges between any two blocks, ACG has no overlaps between
any blocks.
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Fig. 7. An illustration for the adjacent constraint graph (Figure 1 of Reference [53]). (a) An example 2D

floorplan. (b) Constraint graph, (c) adjacency graph, and (d) adjacent constraint graph (ACG) of Figure 7(a).

Fig. 8. 3D transitive closure graph (Figures 8 and 9 of Reference [50]). (a) An example 3D floorplan with

duration (i.e., temporal information). (b) The corresponding 3D TCG of Figure 8(a).

2.5.3 3D Transitive Closure Graph and our 3D Floorplan Representation. Based on the 2D TCG-
based floorplan representation [29] in Section 2.5.1, the authors of Reference [50] introduce the
new graph Ct to model the temporal relations among tasks, since they consider the temporal and
spatial relations at the same time. The 3D transitive closure graph (3D TCG) [50] is an extension
of the 2D TCG [29], which contains three transitive graphs, Ch , Cv , and Ct . Figure 8 shows (a) an
example 3D floorplan, and (b) the corresponding 3D TCG of Figure 8(a). 3D TCG has the following
properties: (1) Ch , Cv , and Ct are acyclic. (2) Each pair of nodes must have exactly one edge in
eitherCh ,Cv , orCt . And (3) there must exist an edge (i, j ) if there is a path from block i to block j
in one graph and there exist no edges between i and j in other graphs. (1) and (2) ensure solution’s
feasibility, and (3) eliminates the redundant solutions.

3D TCG is a complete and fully topological representation for 3D design. Since the relation
between each pair of tasks is defined in the representation, the geometric relation of each pair
of tasks is transparent to both the representation and the induced operations [50]. Given a 3D
TCG, a 3D floorplan can be obtained in O (m2) time by performing a well-known longest path
algorithm [28] on TCG, where m is the number of blocks. To facilitate the implementation of the
longest path algorithm, each closure graph is required to add two special nodes with zero weights,
the source ns and the sink nt , and edges from ns to each node with in-degree equal to zero and also
from each node with out-degree equal to zero to nt [29, 50]. In addition, operations for solution
perturbation are introduced in Reference [50]. For instance, Rotation, Swap, Reverse, and Move
can be performed in respective O (1), O (1), O (m2), and O (m2) time. In our study, we adopt the
3D transitive closure graph-based (3D TCG-based) 3D floorplan representation [50] as our partial
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Fig. 9. Relations of the 3D floorplan representations in this work. The corner links representation and four

trees representation and face/block partial order representation. Green arrows depict transformable rela-

tions. Yellow arrows show transformations with Algorithms presented in Section 5.

order representation for bridging our corner links representation to its application and valid 3D
mosaic floorplan.

3 NEW 3D FLOORPLAN REPRESENTATIONS: CORNER LINK AND PARTIAL ORDER

In this work, we develop novel 3D floorplan representations and present their properties. In this
section, we introduce the new 3D floorplan representation methodology, corner links representa-

tion, using corner link, composed of a set of 1/8 corners (i.e., vertices) that belong to the adjacent
blocks next to each other in X , Y , Z , and/or diagonal direction in the 3D floorplan space. Then, we
connect our new 3D floorplan representation to the partial order representation [50] that shows the
topological structure of the 3D floorplan with three transitive closure graphs for each dimension.
Figure 9 summarizes the relations of the 3D mosaic floorplan, corner links and four trees repre-
sentations, and face and block partial orders. Each arrow describes the transformable relations
through our proposed Lemmas and Theorems in Section 4 and Algorithms in Section 5.

3.1 Corner Links Representation

Corner links representation is our new representation methodology for the 3D mosaic floorplan.

3.1.1 Corner Links. Inspired by corner stitching [33, 34], 2D mosaic floorplan representation
with T-junction [18], and twin binary trees representation [46, 48], we define corner links as the
spatial relations that describe all of the corner relations among the entire blocks in the 3D mosaic
floorplan. We define a corner link as a set of 1/8 corners (i.e., vertices) that (1) intersect at the same
coordinate and (2) belong to the adjacent blocks next to each other in X , Y , Z , and/or diagonal
direction. For each corner link, we link pairs of 1/8 corners in the adjacent blocks together that
intersect at the same point, which we call neighboring corners. Since we consider 3D mosaic floor-
plans, each corner link has at least two 1/8 corners, i.e., we have at least one pair of neighboring
corners in every corner link. If a corner has multiple 1/8 neighboring corners, then we consider
neighboring corners with the odd number of the Hamming distance.1 Each corner link can have up
to eight 1/8 corners, i.e., up to 16 pairs of neighboring corners in a corner link. By linking neigh-
boring corners of the Hamming distance 1 or 3, the corner links representation captures all pairs

1The Hamming distance between two same-length vector/string is defined as the number of positions at which the corre-

sponding components/symbols are different [30]. For example, the Hamming distance between + + + and + − + is 1.
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Fig. 10. A 3D mosaic floorplan and layouts of the top and bottom layers. There are ten blocks, a–j. A vertex

of block i depicted by the red star indicates i+−+ corner (i.e., iX+Y−Z+), meaning that the corner is located

at maximum X -, minimum Y -, and maximum Z -coordinates of block i .

of such neighboring corners (i.e., all links between adjacent blocks) in the 3D floorplan, indicating
the completeness of the corner links representation.

Figure 10 shows an example of the 3D mosaic floorplan and layouts of the top and bottom layers.
The 3D floorplan space P (i.e., the outermost block that covers the entire blocks in the 3D floorplan)
has the origin at the farthest point from the reader’s point of view (as shown in the left-most arrows
depictingX -,Y -, and Z -direction). There are ten blocks, a–j. For the 3D floorplan space P and each
block B (where B is either P or a–j), we denote vertices (i.e., 1/8 corners) of each block as Bxyz

where x , y, and z are either + or −. In each dimension, the symbols + and −, respectively, indicate
the relative position of the 1/8 corners in each block on X -, Y -, or Z -direction.

For example, block i in Figure 10 has eight 1/8 corners. And one of block i’s vertices (i.e., 1/8
corner) depicted by the red star means that the corner is located at maximumX - (iX+, i.e., max iX ),
minimumY - (iY−, i.e., min iY ), and maximumZ -coordinates (iZ+, i.e., max iZ ) of block i . This corner
is expressed as iX+Y−Z+, and simplified to i+−+. Corner i+−+ is linked to block c’s 1/8 corner c+++ in
Y -direction (i.e., through XZ -place). Two corners i+−+ and c+++ are a pair of neighboring corners,
and these two corners compose a corner link as there are no other neighboring corners at the given
location in this 3D floorplan.2 Between two neighboring corners, the complement relation for Y -
direction is observed, since two neighboring corners are linked in Y -axis. Similarly, corner i++−

is linked to corner e+++ in Z -direction, corner e−++ is linked to corner j+−− in diagonal direction,
and so on.

Each link specifies a pair of 1/8 neighboring corners. A corner link is a set of pairs of 1/8 neigh-
boring corners intersecting at the same coordinate, and the corner links representation is a set
of all corner links in the 3D floorplan. A set of pairs of neighboring corners is a particular set of
all corners in the 3D floorplan that are pair-wise equal by the corner equation. Thus, the corner
links represents all stitching planes in the 3D floorplan. We write corner equations to describe
each pair of neighboring corners at a point. For the 3D floorplan in Figure 10, e−++ = j+−− is a cor-
ner equation equivalent to eX−Y+Z+ = jX+Y−Z−, meaning that eX− = jX+ (i.e., min ex = max jx ),

2For the 2D mosaic floorplan, the authors of Reference [18] define the non-degenerate floorplan and exclude degenerate

cases, implying that every corner has one neighboring 1/4 corner at most (as discussed in Section 2.4). For the 3D floorplan,

it is nontrivial to define non-degenerate floorplan by the number of 1/8 corners in a corner link, because there are non-

degenerate 3D floorplans with corner links having multiple pairs of neighboring corners (as shown in Figure 20). Instead,

we define the non-degenerate 3D floorplan as a floorplan that we cannot perturb the topological structure by adjusting

any block’s volume. The proposed corner links representation, nonetheless, can completely abstract all 3D mosaic floor-

plans regardless of non-degenerateness, i.e., the corner links can represent both degenerate and non-degenerate 3D mosaic

floorplans.
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Fig. 11. Illustrations of opposite corners and neighboring corners. (a) Each red dot is one of four opposite

corners in 3D floorplan, forming the root for each of trees in four trees representation (as shown in Figure 12).

(b–d) Red (respectively, black) corners have outgoing (respectively, incoming) links (i.e., edges in the four

trees representation) to (respectively, from) any neighboring corners in the corner link.

eY+ = jY− (i.e., max ey = min jy ), and eZ+ = jZ− (i.e., max ez = min jz ). In the 3D mosaic floorplan
of Figure 10, there are 36 pairs of neighboring corners thus 36 corner equations, and 36 sets of
corner links. More generally, if there arem blocks in the 3D mosaic floorplan, the number of total
neighboring-corner pairs are 4 × (m − 1).

3.1.2 Four Trees. Corner links for 3D mosaic floorplan are conceptually matched to T-junctions
for 2D mosaic floorplan as they define the neighboring corners of the entire blocks. A 2D mosaic
floorplan can be equivalently represented by twin binary trees by using T-junctions. Similarly, the
corner links representation is capable of building trees for representing the 3D mosaic floorplan.
However, two trees are insufficient to represent all spatial corner relations defined by corner links.
Instead, a 3D mosaic floorplan requires four distinct trees that include all corner links. Particu-
larly, if the given 3D mosaic floorplan is non-degenerate floorplan, the corner links representation
is equivalently expressed by the four trees representation. The non-degenerate 3D floorplan is a
floorplan that we cannot perturb the topological structure by adjusting any block’s volume. The
non-degenerate 3D mosaic floorplan must have its corresponding four trees representation.3

For the four trees representation of the given 3D floorplan, each of four trees is rooted at each
of four opposite corners of the 3D floorplan space P , i.e., P+++, P−−+, P+−−, and P−+− corners or
P−−−, P++−, P−++, and P+−+ corners. Figure 11 illustrates (a) opposite corners as red (or black)
dots and (b) neighboring corners to create four trees. For the discussions below, we use the set
of opposite corners depicted by red dots, forming roots of four trees representation as shown
in Figure 12. When the 3D floorplan has m blocks, each of four trees has m nodes and m − 1
edges, thus the total number of edges is 4 × (m − 1). Each edge represents a link between a pair
of neighboring corners, describing the spatial relationship of the pair of blocks (containing each
of 1/8 neighboring corners) in X , Y , Z , or diagonal direction. By traversing the entire edges in the
four trees, we can construct the original 3D floorplan, indicating that the four trees representation
has O (m) complexity.

Figure 12 shows the four trees representation, which equivalently expresses the 3D mosaic floor-
plan in Figure 10. In Figures 12(a)–12(d), each tree is, respectively, rooted at the four opposite cor-
ners of the 3D floorplan space P , i.e., (a) P+++, (b) P−−+, (c) P+−−, and (d) P−+−. Instead of Pxyz ,
each root of four trees is, respectively, denoted as д+++, a−−+, c+−−, and f −+−, because the four
opposite corners of the 3D floorplan space P share the corners of д+++, a−−+, c+−−, and f −+−,

3Degenerate floorplans can be converted into non-degenerate floorplans after applying a very tiny adjustment.
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Fig. 12. Four trees representation, which equivalently expresses the 3D mosaic floorplan in Figure 10. Each

of the four trees is, respectively, rooted at the opposite corners of the 3D floorplan space P , i.e., (a) P+++, (b)

P−−+, (c) P+−−, and (d) P−+−. Each tree has nine edges, since the total number of blocks is 10.

respectively. Each node denotes blocks. Each edge represents the spatial relationship of each pair
of neighboring corners in diagonal (black), X (red), Y (green), and Z (blue) directions. Since we
consider the pair of neighboring corners that has the odd number of the Hamming distance, every
diagonal relationship has the Hamming distance 3, and the others have 1. For example, there is an
edge showing diagonal direction neighboring corners between blocks j and d (j−−− and d+++, the
Hamming distance is 3) in Figure 12(a). We have 36 neighboring corners in the 3D floorplan, so
the total number of edges in four trees is equal to 36.

On each edge of the four trees in Figure 12, there is a rectangle showing the relative locations
of the 1/8 neighboring corners, i.e., one corner from the parent node (upper xyz symbols where x ,
y, z are either + or −) and another corner from the child node (lower xyz symbols). For example,

the rectangle [
− + +
+ + +

] between nodes (i.e., blocks) д and j in Figure 12(a) presents that two corners

д−++ and j+++ fabricate a pair of neighboring corners. In other words, blocks д and j are adjacent
next to each other in X -axis direction and share the same coordinate at д−++ and j+++ corners. We
refer the corner from the parent node (e.g., д−++) and the corner from the child node (e.g., j+++) as
the linking and linked corners, respectively. Note that all linked neighboring corners in each tree
have the same relative corner locations of each block. This is because each child node represents
the linked and adjacent block to the direction from the root through its parent node. In Figure 12,
edges depicted by arrows are stitching together the stitching plane p3 for Figure 18. In four trees
representation, every edge is mapped into a specific stitching plane as each link is perpendicular
to corresponding stitching plane(s). The stitching plane takes a crucial role for the partial order
representation and will be discussed in Section 3.2.

Figures 13(a) and 13(b) present the examples of constructing trees from the roots P+++ and P−−+

(i.e., д+++ and a−−+), respectively. (a) Red and (b) blue arrows indicate the neighboring corners.
Black dots are four opposite corners of the 3D floorplan space P . For Figure 13(a) from the root
д+++, the linking neighboring corner д−++ links its linked neighboring corner j+++ in X direction.
Block j has three neighboring corners from j−++ to f +++ in X direction, from j++− to b+++ in Z
direction, and from j−−− to d+++ in diagonal direction. From the root, block i is linked with д+−+ in
Y direction. Then block i links corners c+++ and e+++ in Y and Z directions, respectively. Block c
links corner h+++, and block h links corner a+++. Figure 13(b) shows another example to construct
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Fig. 13. Examples of constructing trees in Figures 12(a) and 12(b). Figures (a) and (b) correspondingly illus-

trate traversing procedures from each root, i.e., (a) a root of corner д+++ and (b) a root of corner a−−+. Blocks

j in (a) and h in (b) have three neighboring corners to diagonal, X , and Z directions.

tree from the root a−−+. Note that we must consider diagonal-direction link otherwise the tree
may not traverse all blocks in the 3D floorplan. For example, the tree in Figures 12(a) and 13(a)
misses block d without the diagonal-direction link from j−−− to d+++, resulting in incomplete 3D
floorplan representation.

3.2 Partial Order Representation

In this section, we describe the partial order representation for 3D floorplan. The partial order
defines the topological structure of the 3D mosaic floorplan with three transitive closure graphs
(TCGs) per each dimension [50]. In this work, we have two partial-order-related representations;
(i) face partial order and (ii) block partial order representations. The face partial order is our novel
representation method that is equivalent to the block partial order. Both of them can produce
transitive closure graphs for each dimension.

3.2.1 Face Partial Order. For each dimension in the 3D floorplan space, there exists a face partial

order through the faces of the blocks perpendicular to the dimensional direction. We determine the
face partial order by defining face (in)equalities, letting touching faces of adjacent blocks be equal
and relating opposite faces of the same block based on their coordinate in the appropriate dimen-
sion. By taking the transitive closure graphs of each face partial order relation for each dimension,
we obtain a face partial order representation of the floorplan. The face partial order provides com-
plete abstraction for the topological structure of the 3D mosaic floorplan. We determine the face
partial order based on the minimum (i.e., Bi−, minBi ) and maximum (i.e., Bi+, maxBi ) coordinate
of each block B in each dimension i . That is, the face partial order in X direction is a transitive
closure graph composed of these relations by defining any of two touching YZ faces of blocks as
equal, and the two YZ faces of the same block as naturally ordered. Therefore, every coordinate
on YZ planes in the 3D floorplan has and belongs to the corresponding face partial order.

Figure 14 is the face partial order representation for the 3D mosaic floorplan in Figure 10. Fig-
ures 14(a)–14(c) present the face partial orders inX (red),Y (green), andZ (blue) directions, respec-
tively. The − (respectively, +) sign indicates the minimum (respectively, the maximum) coordinate
of blocks (i.e., the closest (respectively, the farthest) faces of blocks from the origin in the dimen-
sion). For example, in Figure 14(a), BX− (equivalent to minBX ) denotes the YZ face of block B that
has the smallest X coordinate where B is either the 3D floorplan space P or blocks a–j. For any
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Fig. 14. The face partial order representation for the 3D mosaic floorplan in Figure 10. Figures (a), (b), and

(c) present the face partial orders in X (red), Y (green), and Z (blue) directions, respectively.

point in YZ plane of block i , there are no other blocks in the X directional face partial order, since
block i directly touches both YZ faces of the given 3D mosaic floorplan space P (i.e., PX− and PX+)
. In the 3D floorplan of Figure 10, there are four blocks a, d , f , and i touching PX− plane. Block a is
facing block h and b, blocks h and b are commonly facing block c , and block c is facing PX+. Start-
ing with PX−, finding the entire YZ -plane face partial order relations among all blocks constructs
the complete X -directional face partial order representation as shown in Figure 14(a). Similarly,
we obtain Y - and Z -directional face partial order representations as shown in Figures 14(b) and
14(c).

In Figure 14(a), we obtain the following face equations by the definition of the face partial order
representation: aX+ = hX− = bX− = dX+ = f X+ = jX−, meaning thatX+ faces of blocks a,d , and f
andX− faces of blocksh, b, and j are on the sameYZ plane. ThisYZ plane fabricates aYZ stitching

plane, i.e., p1, which we define as a equivalence class through the corner equations. Similarly, we
have the following relations: hX+ = cX− = eX− = bX+ = jX+ = дX−, describing another stitching
plane p2. Intuitively, the stitching plane consists of two sets of block faces touching in a particular
axis, which must have the same footprints (which we prove in Section 4). The stitching planes
provide key concept to assemble 3D mosaic floorplan based on the partial order representation.

3.2.2 Block Partial Order. We determine a block partial order on the blocks by defining A > B
(whereA and B are distinct blocks in the 3D floorplan) if each properly oriented face ofA is greater
than or equal to each properly oriented face of B in the face partial order of corresponding direc-
tion. For example, in X direction, A > B if the minimum X -coordinate face of A (i.e., AX−) is at
least as large as the maximum X -coordinate face of B (i.e., BX+) along with the X -directional face
partial order. The block partial order and the face partial order are equivalent. And both are equiv-
alently capable of constructing the partial order representation, which abstracts the topological
structure of the given 3D floorplan. Figures 15(a)–15(c) present the equivalence relations of (a) the
X -directional face partial order (from Figure 14(a)), (b) the X -directional block partial order, and
(c) theX -directional partial order representation, theX -directional transitive closure graph for the
topological structure of the 3D floorplan of Figure 10. Two YZ planes p1 (p1 = p

X−
1 = pX+

1 ) and p2

(p2 = p
X−
2 = pX+

2 ) fabricate two distinct YZ stitching planes (i.e., p1 and p2) in X direction, which
we observe in Figure 10. For two blocks a and j, by analyzing the partial order representation, we
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Fig. 15. The equivalent relations of (a) the X -directional face partial order (from Figure 14(a)), (b) the X -

directional block partial orders, and (c) the X -directional partial order representation presented as a TCG.

Fig. 16. The X -, Y -, and Z -directional partial orders for the 3D mosaic floorplan in Figure 10.

notice that the two blocks are facing the same stitching plane p1 although these two blocks are not
directly adjacent each other. There are no corner links to stitch them together, however, the partial
order representation provides intuitive overview for the stitching planes, containing key joints to
assemble blocks for the given 3D floorplan. Finally, Figures 16(a)–16(c), respectively, show the X -,
Y -, and Z -directional partial order representations with three transitive closure graphs.

4 3D FLOORPLAN REPRESENTATION PROPERTIES

In this section, we present several key properties for the corner links and partial order represen-
tations. Theorems and Lemmas with proofs demonstrate characteristics and relationships of the
corner links, four trees, partial order representations, and their corresponding 3D mosaic floorplan.
We show that (i) the corner links representation can be reduced to the partial order representation,
(ii) the corner links representation for the non-degenerate 3D mosaic floorplan can be equivalently
expressed by four tree representation, (iii) a 3D floorplan is a valid floorplan if the partial order
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Fig. 17. A 3D mosaic floorplan with five blocks, a–e . Without linking neighboring corners that have the

Hamming distance 3, i.e., a+++ and e−−−, we cannot describe the spatial relationship between blocks a and e .

representation describes relations between all pairs of blocks in the 3D mosaic floorplan, and (iv)
a partial order representation can restore the absolute coordinates of all blocks in the 3D mosaic
floorplan by using the given physical dimensions of blocks.

4.1 Corner Links Representation Properties

The corner links representation is a complete representation for a 3D mosaic floorplan. The corner
links representation captures all pairs of 1/8 neighboring corners (i.e., all links between adjacent
blocks) in the 3D floorplan. If there is a corner link with multiple neighboring corners (more than
two), then we link 1/8 neighboring corners of the Hamming distance 1 or 3, and the neighboring
corners of the Hamming distance 2 are automatically covered (see Algorithm 1 in Section 5.1).

Theorem 4.1 (Completeness of the Corner Links for 3D Mosaic Floorplan). For a 3D

mosaic floorplan, the corner links representation (obtained by Algorithm 1) can always completely

build four trees by linking all pairs of 1/8 neighboring corners of the Hamming distance 1 or 3.

Proof.

(1) All pairs of 1/8 neighboring corners having the Hamming distance 1 are linked together.
(2) By (1), all pairs of neighboring corners having the Hamming distance 2 are linked together,

since there must exist a block4 that links each block of neighboring-corner pair together
by the Hamming distance 1.

(3) Consider a 3D mosaic floorplan with five blocks, a-e , as shown in Figure 17.
(4) For block a and corner a+++ depicted by block star, if all of the Hamming distance 1 neigh-

boring corners are unavailable to link corner e−−−, then corner a+++ does not have any
neighboring corners (i.e., contradiction to Lemma 4.2 described in Section 4.2).

(5) By Lemma 4.2, corner a+++’s the only 1/8 neighboring corner is e−−−, which has the Ham-
ming distance 3.

(6) Therefore, by linking all pairs of 1/8 neighboring corners of the Hamming distance 1 or
3, the corner links completely represent the given 3D mosaic floorplan. �

The corner links representation has 4(m − 1) links fabricating the given 3D mosaic floorplan
with m blocks, since every block in the 3D floorplan will be linked exactly once from each op-
posite corner (there are four opposite corners). By traversing the entire links in the corner links
representation, we can assemble the original 3D floorplan, indicating that the corner links repre-
sentation has O (m) time complexity to restore the given 3D floorplan.

4If there does not exist such a block, then the pair of blocks are separated by two 1/4 corners, indicating that the pair of

blocks do not have neighboring relation.
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For the given 3D mosaic floorplan, the corner links representation can be obtained inO (m logm)
time complexity. We first sort the block list per each X , Y , and Z coordinate. For each block B, we
search the adjacent blocks that have 1/8 neighboring corners with B, among the blocks having the
larger (respectively, smaller) minimum (respectively, maximum) coordinate than block B’s maxi-
mum (respectively, minimum) coordinate in the dimension. Algorithm 1 in Section 5.1 shows the
procedure to obtain the corner links representation from the given 3D floorplan.

The solution space size of the corner links representation is determined by the number of 4-ary
labelled trees withm nodes wherem ≥ 1, since each node can have up to four children nodes. The
number of k-ary unlabelled trees withm nodes is a generalization of the Catalan numbers [17, 25]
as shown in Equation (2):

kCm =
1

km + 1

(
km + 1

m

)
=

1

(k − 1)m + 1

(
km
m

)
=

1

m

(
km

m − 1

)
. (2)

Since every unlabelled tree with m nodes creates m! distinct labelled trees by assigning different
permutations of labels to all nodes, the number of k-ary labelled trees with m nodes is m!kCm .
Based on Stirling’s approximation and [13], the asymptotic expression of kCm is

kCm ≈
(
1 +O

(
1

m

)) ( k

2π

)1/2 (
(k − 1)m

)− 3
2

(
kk

(k − 1)k−1

)m

, (3)

where k ≥ 2. Therefore, the number of the 4-ary labelled trees with m nodes is m!4Cm . Since the
corner links representation requires four 4-ary labelled trees, the size of solution space is

(m!4Cm )4, (4)

and it is approximately expressed as

O

(
(m!)4

(
44

33

)4m /
m6

)
. (5)

As a result, for a 3D mosaic floorplan with m blocks, Equation (5) shows the upperbound of the
solution space size for the corner links representation.

4.2 Corner Links and Partial Order Representations

The corner links representation is capable of composing the partial order representation, indicating
that the information from the corner links representation is sufficient to abstract the topological
structure of a 2D or 3D mosaic floorplan. The key benefit of converting to the partial order rep-
resentation is that the corner links representation can adopt useful features of the 3D transitive
closure graph (TCG)-based representation [50], such as operations for solution perturbation.

4.2.1 Corner Links and 2D Floorplan. Corner links representation for 2D mosaic floorplan is
equivalent to twin binary trees representation when the mosaic floorplan is non-degenerate. The
twin binary trees include all T-junctions (i.e., neighboring corners) in the 2D mosaic floorplan ex-
cept at the four corners of the 2D floorplan space P . Since every corner link is composed of a single
pair of neighboring corners, twin binary trees and corner links representations are equivalent to
each other for 2D mosaic floorplan. In Figure 5 above, (a) illustrates the example of the corner links
(red and blue arrows) for the 2D floorplan, and (b) illustrates the corresponding twin binary trees
based on the corner links in (a).

4.2.2 Corner Links to Partial Order Representation. In this section, we show that the corner links
representation can be reduced to the partial order representation. Converting the corner links rep-
resentation to the partial order representation (i.e., 3D TCG-based representation, 3D TCG) enables
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to utilize several key features of 3D TCG-based representation. Since many of floorplan representa-
tions are usually used in simulated annealing-based frameworks, it is important to provide several
floorplanning operations perturbing the solutions. In Reference [50], five operations are defined
to perturb a 3D floorplan represented in 3D TCG as follows:

• Rotation. Rotate a block.
• Swap. Swap two nodes in X -, Y -, and Z -directional TCGs.
• Reverse. Reverse a reduction edge5 in X -, Y -, or Z -directional TCG.
• Move. Move a reduction edge from one TCG to another TCG.
• Transpositional Move. Move a reduction edge from one TCG to another TCG, and then trans-

pose the two nodes associated with the edge.

As discussed in Section 2.4.3, we define the corners of each block as 1/2d where d is the dimen-
sion of the floorplan space P . For 3D floorplan, we define a vertex, edge, and face of each block
as a 1/8, 1/4, and 1/2 corners, respectively. Given any internal junction point in the 3D mosaic
floorplan, the total sum of the fractional corner parts at the junction point is always 1, since mo-
saic floorplans do not allow any empty spaces. Consequently, there are always even number of 1/8
corners at any internal junction point in the 3D mosaic floorplan. From Lemma 4.2, we claim that
the structure of corner links is a connected and acyclic directed graph.

Lemma 4.2 (Odd Number of Neighboring Corners). Every 1/8 corner in a 3D mosaic floorplan,

other than those at the eight outermost 1/8 corners of the 3D floorplan space P , must have an odd

number of neighboring corners.

Proof.

(1) The size of a single 1/8 corner (i.e., vertex) of each block in 3D space is
1

8
.

(2) Except the eight outermost corners of the 3D floorplan space P , each 1/8 corner at a certain

point is contained in
1

4
,

1

2
, or 1 of space.

(3) To fill
1

4
,

1

2
, or 1 of the space at the point, even number of 1/8 corners are required.

(4) Therefore, each 1/8 corner requires an odd number of 1/8 neighboring corners to round

up to
1

4
,

1

2
, or 1. �

TheXY plane between blocks b, d , e and h, j, i in Figure 10 is a stitching plane p3 in Figure 18(a).
The stitching plane p3 is the only stitching plane in Z direction. The stitching plane p3-related
edges (between neighboring corners) are depicted by blue and black arrows in Figures 12(a)–12(d).
Figures 18(b) and 18(c) present two cross-sectional views of stitching plane p3 toward the bottom
(Z−) direction (i.e., pZ−

3 in (b)) and the top (Z+) direction (i.e., pZ+
3 in (c)), respectively. Grey blocks

go through stitching plane p3 along with Z axis. By using the relevant corner links information,
it is possible to show that all of non-grey-color faces in Figures 18(b) and 18(c) have the same Z -
coordinates. Furthermore, we can find the symmetric difference between the set of blocks in pZ−

3

and the set of blocks in pZ+
3 . Blocks b, d , e and h, j, i from two sets make the symmetric difference.

We refer the two sets as S− and S+, respectively. Figure 19 shows another example of two cross-
sectional views from stitching plane pk , highlighting the symmetric difference by purple blocks in

5An edge (ni , nj ) is a reduction edge if there are no other paths from ni to nj except the edge (ni , nj ) itself [50].
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Fig. 18. (a) Stitching plane p3 of the 3D floorplan example in Figure 10 and its Z -directional partial order

in Figure 16(c). In Figure 12, stitching plane p3-related edges are depicted by arrows. (b) and (c) are cross-

sectional views of stitching plane p3 toward Z− (i.e., pZ−
3 ) and Z+ (i.e., pZ+

3 ) directions, respectively. Grey

blocks go through stitching plane p3 along with Z axis.

Fig. 19. The symmetric difference for footprints across stitching plane pk . Grey blocks go through stitching

plane pk along with Z axis. By Theorem 4.3, corner c−−+ must have a neighboring corner, i.e., д−−− in this

example. Note that S− and S+ are sets of blocks in pZ−
k

and pZ+
k

, respectively.

pZ−
k

(i.e., (a)) and green blocks in pZ+
k

(i.e., (b)). Note that S− and S+ are sets of blocks in pZ−
k

and

pZ+
k

, respectively.

Theorem 4.3 (Restoring Partial Order from Corner Links). For a 3D mosaic floorplan, the

partial order representation can be restored from the corner links representation by enumerating all

blocks in p j−
k

and p j+

k
for every stitching plane pk in each dimension j. Stitching plane pk is a plane

characterized by the transitive closure of face equalities obtained from faces that touch a corner, in

each of the three dimensions.

We start with adjacent blocks that have a common surface (i.e., stitching planepk ) perpendicular
to dimension j. We consider one of these blocks, B1, looking atT that is a set of all blocks that can
be shown by using the corner links (thus the corner equations) and have a face along the stitching
plane pk . Note that if any block B2 ∈ T shares an 1/8 corner at a point along the stitching plane pk

with any other block B3, then block B3 should be inT . Also, note that setT can be partitioned into
two subsets according as to whether a block inT is above or below stitching plane pk in dimension
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Fig. 20. A special example for the non-degenerate 3D floorplan, which has a corner link with more than one

pair of neighboring corners. Blocks a, b, c , and d are intersecting at the same coordinate. However, we cannot

shift the corners to split the intersecting point because of the alignments made by the blue and red blocks

above and below blocks a, b, c , and d , thus non-degenerate.

j. The two subsets give two footprints E and F , from sets of blocks in p j−
k

and p j+

k
, respectively. To

prove Theorem 4.3, it is enough to show the shapes of the two footprints are equal, i.e., E = F .

Proof. (by contradiction)

(1) Suppose that we have a 3D mosaic floorplan. We use corner links representation to identify
the stitching plane pk . T is a set of all blocks that can be shown by using the corner links
and that have a face along the stitching plane pk .

(2) Suppose that at least one block in the floorplan is not linked in the stitching plane pk (i.e.,

the block is crossing the stitching plane pk ). And S− and S+ are sets of blocks in p j−
k

and

p j+

k
where j is perpendicular to the stitching plane pk .

(3) Assume footprints of S− and S+ are not equal, i.e., E � F . Then, we take a corner of the
symmetric difference (e.g., a bottom-left corner c−−+ as shown in Figure 19).

(4) The corner (e.g., c−−+) lies on the stitching plane p j−
k

and belongs to S−. And S− ∈ T .
(5) The corner is a 1/8 corner of an odd number of 1/8 corners in T as E � F in (3).
(6) However, the 1/8 corner must be in a set of an even number of 1/8 corners by Lemma 4.2.

Thus, there must be block Bi that has the corner (i.e., c−−+) as its neighboring corner.
(7) This would force Bi ∈ T by (1), a contradiction. Therefore, E = F . �

4.3 Corner Links and Four Trees Representation

For a non-degenerate 3D mosaic floorplan, the corner links representation can be equivalently ex-
pressed by the four trees representation. Suppose that each corner has only one neighboring corner
except at the corner of the 3D floorplan space P . Then the corner links representation forms trees
by corner equations. Also, there are 3D floorplans with 1/8 corners having more than one pair of
neighboring corners, implying that we may have multiple sets of four trees representations but
capable of constructing four trees. Figure 20 shows a special example for the non-degenerate 3D
floorplan with a corner having more than one pair of neighboring corners. Blocks a, b, c , and d
are intersecting at the same coordinate. For 2D floorplan, when we have corners that have more
than one neighboring corner (i.e., two segments are crossing against each other), we can slide one
segment to split the crossing into two T-junctions. Then the floorplan becomes the mosaic floor-
plan, and its corresponding twin binary trees representation gives an exact one-to-one mapping
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to the mosaic floorplan. However, the configuration of the 3D floorplan in Figure 20 indicates that
adjusting block size is inapplicable due to the alignments of red and blue blocks above and below
blocks a, b, c , and d , thus the 3D floorplan is non-degenerate.

Theorem 4.4 (Conjecture of Four Trees Representation to 3D Floorplan). For 3D mosaic

floorplan, four trees are sufficient for a non-degenerate floorplan representation.

Proof.

(1) Each face of a block has two corner links on two opposite corners, determining the block’s
boundary.

(2) By Theorem 4.3, all faces on a stitching plane are linked together.
(3) Based on (1) and (2), the statement of Theorem 4.4 is true. �

More generally, we can conjecture that every 3D mosaic floorplan can be expressed by its cor-
responding four trees representation. Note that degenerate floorplans can be converted into non-
degenerate floorplans after applying very tiny adjustment. Conversely, each four trees represen-
tation describes a single 3D mosaic floorplan, since both corner links representation and four trees
representation are based on corner equations.

4.4 Partial Order Representation to Valid Floorplan

From the corner links, we derive an important property of the partial order representation. Based
on Lemma 4.5, we show that the partial order representation can describe a valid 3D floorplan. Each
corner link determines relations (either descendent or sibling) between every pair of blocks in the
corner link. The partial order representation yields all stitching planes in the 3D mosaic floorplan,
in sorted order by their respective dimensions. If the partial order representation describes rela-
tions between all pairs of blocks in the 3D floorplan, then the partial order representation produces
a valid 3D floorplan.

Lemma 4.5 (Partial Order based on Corner Link in 3D Mosaic Floorplan). Given a corner

link between blocks B1 and B2 in a 3D mosaic floorplan, let the locations of the two neighboring corners

be B
x1y1z1

1 and B
x2y2z2

2 where x1, x2,y1,y2, z1, z2, respectively, indicate the relative location of the corner

as − or+ for each dimension. If x1 � x2, then the two blocks B1 and B2 are in descendant relation in the

partial order representation for X dimension. Otherwise, the two blocks are in sibling relation under

the stitching plane on the Bx1

1 side. Similarly, Y and Z dimensional relations are obtained.

Proof. By the definition of the corner links and the corner equations, the statement of
Lemma 4.5 is true for all 3D mosaic floorplans. �

For example, from the mosaic 3D floorplan in Figure 10 and the four trees representation in
Figure 12, we have a corner link composed of two neighboring corners д−++ and j+++, describing
the relation between two blocks д and j in X dimension. By Lemma 4.5, block j is the parent of
block д in the X -dimensional partial order. In the meantime, the two blocks are siblings under the
stitching plane on the + sides (i.e., дY+ = jY+ and дZ+ = jZ+) in the Y - and Z -dimensional partial
order representation (as shown in Figure 16). Based on Lemma 4.5, we derive Theorem 4.6.

Theorem 4.6 (Valid 3D Mosaic Floorplan and Partial Order Representation). Given a

valid and non-degenerate 3D mosaic floorplan, any pair of distinct blocks are related under at least

one of the partial orders.

Proof. (by enumeration)

(1) The proof is by enumeration on the number of non-overlapping coordinates of the two
blocks, A and B.
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(2) If the two blocks A and B overlap in two coordinates (e.g., assume X and Y dimensions in
this proof), then tracing a straight line from one to the other will provide a chain of face
relations between one and the other, proving comparability in that coordinate. Note that
there are no blocks overlapping in three coordinates, since we consider valid 3D floorplans.

(3) If the two blocks A and B do not overlap in two coordinates (e.g., assume X and Y dimen-
sions) but overlap in the remaining coordinate (e.g., assume Z dimension), then consider
the intersection with a plane (e.g.,XY plane) that covers both blockA and block B. Assume
(without loss of generality) thatA’s coordinates are larger than B’s coordinates in each di-
mension, e.g., AX− > BX+, AY− > BY+. Then, we consider the intersecting XY plane as a
2D floorplan. We produce a chain of blocks A0, A1, A2, . . . , An where A = A0 and block
Ai+1 has an 1/4 corner that shares the corner with block Ai ’s −− corner (i.e., A−−i ). Note
that such a corner must exist for every block Ai , since the corner A−−i coincides with an
odd number of other 1/4 corners (similarly, by Lemma 4.2). Continue this procedure until
we reach block An that overlaps block B in at least one of X or Y coordinate, which must
happen eventually.

(4) If the two blocks A and B do not overlap in any of three coordinates, then assume (with-
out loss of generality) that A’s coordinates are larger than B’s coordinates in each di-
mension, e.g., AX− > BX+, AY− > BY+, and AZ− > BZ+. We produce a chain of blocks
A0,A1,A2, . . . ,An where A = A0 and block Ai+1 has an 1/8 corner that shares the cor-
ner with block Ai ’s − − − corner (i.e., A−−−i ). Note that such a corner must exist for every
block Ai , since the corner A−−−i coincides with an odd number of other 1/8 corners (by
Lemma 4.2). Continue this procedure until we reach block An that overlaps block B in at
least one of X , Y , or Z coordinate, which must happen eventually.

(5) Based on (2), (3), or (4), we obtain A0 ≥ A1 ≥ A2 ≥ . . . ≥ An under at least one of di-
mensions. These inequalities hold for all the partial orders. Since A = A0 and An ≥ B,
A0 ≥ An ≥ B. Therefore, we have the relation A ≥ B under at least one of the partial or-
der representation. �

4.5 Partial Order Representation to Blocks’ Absolute Coordinates

A partial order representation can restore the absolute coordinates of all blocks in the 3D mosaic
floorplan by using the given physical dimensions of blocks. Based on the relative locations of
stitching planes per each dimension, the partial order of each dimension provides information on
the relative orders of the blocks in the corresponding dimension. For direction d where d is one
of X , Y , and Z , (1) we start from the minimum d-directional coordinate of the floorplan space P ,
i.e., Pd−. (2) We traverse and iterate through the stitching planes, incrementing a “layer counter”
for each stitching plane. (3) We finish the procedure when we reach Pd+. (4) Then, we obtain the
minimum and maximum coordinates of each block ind direction. Examples are shown in Figure 21
and Table 1 for the 3D mosaic floorplan in Figure 10. The relative orders for stitching planes are
x0 < x1 < x2 < x3, y0 < y1 < y2 < y3, and z0 < z1 < z2 according to the X -, Y -, and Z -directional
partial orders, respectively. Suppose that block B’sX -directional physical dimension is B (X ). Then,
we have Equations (6) to obtain the absolute coordinates of the entire blocks in X direction. We
assume x0 = y0 = z0 = 0. Similarly, Y - and Z -directional absolute coordinates can be obtained. In
Table 1, Blockd+ and Blockd− denote Block’s d-directional maximum and minimum coordinates,
respectively, where d is X , Y , or Z . Since the corner links representation is completely expressible
for the given 3D mosaic floorplan and equivalently convertible to the 3D TCGs, all 3D floorplans
represented by the corner links representation can obtain the absolute coordinates of the entire
blocks in the floorplan. Therefore, the corner links representation provides sufficient information
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Fig. 21. Obtaining X -, Y -, and Z -dimensional relative orders of all blocks in the 3D floorplan based on the

partial order representation in Figure 16.

Table 1. X -, Y -, and Z -directional Absolute Coordinates of All Blocks of the 3D

Floorplan in Figure 10, Based on the Relative Orders of Stitching Planes in Figure 21

Blocks
X Coordinate Y Coordinate Z Coordinate

BlockX− BlockX+ BlockY− BlockY+ BlockZ− BlockZ+

a x0 x1 y0 y1 z0 z2

b x1 x2 y0 y3 z0 z1

c x2 x3 y0 y1 z0 z2

d x0 x1 y1 y2 z0 z1

e x2 x3 y1 y2 z0 z1

f x0 x1 y2 y3 z0 z2

д x2 x3 y2 y3 z0 z2

h x1 x2 y0 y1 z1 z2

i x0 x3 y1 y2 z1 z2

j x1 x2 y2 y3 z1 z2

With the given physical dimensions of blocks and the 3D floorplan space P , we can obtain the

entire coordinates as described in Equations (6).

to abstract the geometrical/topological structure of the 3D floorplan.

a(X ) = d (X ) = f (X ); x1 = a(X );
h(X ) = b (X ) = j (X ); x2 = x1 + h(X );
c (X ) = e (X ) = д(X ); x3 = x2 + c (X );

x3 = i (X ).

(6)

4.6 Comparison with Other 3D Floorplan Representations

There are several 3D floorplan representation methodologies and shows different features and
properties. In this section, we compare the corner links representation with several 3D floor-
plan representations. Table 2 presents comparisons of the corner links representations with vari-
ous 3D floorplan representations. The entries for the other representations, e.g., Sequence Triple
(ST) and Sequence Quintuple (SQ) [45], 3D slicing tree [7], 3D corner block list (3D-CBL) [32],
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Table 2. Comparisons of the Corner Links Floorplan Representations with

Several 3D Floorplan Representations

Complexity

of Floorplan Move Floorplan Solution

Representation Completeness Construction Complexity Category Space

ST [45] Incomplete O (m2) O (1) General but not all m!3

SQ [45] Complete O (m2) O (1) All 3-D floorplans m!5

3D Slicing Tree [7] Complete O (m) O (1) All Slicing O (m!3m−122m−2/m1.5)

3D-CBL [32] Incomplete O (m) O (1) Mosaic O (m!3m−124m−4)

3D-subTCG [50] Complete O (m2) O (m2) General but not all m!3

Corner Links Complete O (m) O (m2) Mosaic O
(
m!4

(
44

33

)4m /
m6

)
The entries of the corner links representation are our analysis, while the entries for the other representations, e.g.,

Sequence Triple (ST) and Sequence Quintuple (SQ) [45], 3D slicing tree [7], 3D corner block list (3D-CBL) [32], 3D-

subTCG [50], are from Table 4.2 of Reference [10]. m is the number of blocks.

3D-subTCG [50], are referred from Table 4.2 of Reference [10]. ST and 3D-CBL cannot completely
represent 3D floorplans [10], while the other methodologies including the corner links representa-
tion are able to represent all 3D floorplans in its targeting category. The complexities to assemble
the original 3D floorplan from the given representation is O (m) for 3D slicing tree, 3D-CBL, and
the corner links, and O (m2) for ST, SQ, and 3D-subTCG, where m is the number of blocks in the
3D floorplan. The corner links representation has 4(m − 1) edges, thus we can assemble the orig-
inal floorplan by traversing all edges. The corner links representation and 3D-subTCG have the
same time complexity for the perturbation operations, e.g., O (m2) for Move operation, because
the corner links representation shares the properties of the operations defined 3D-subTCG after
converting (as discussed in Section 4.2.2). The corner links representation covers the 3D mosaic
floorplan category with 3D-CBL. As there are no empty spaces in a 3D mosaic floorplan, it pro-
vides much simpler thus more efficient structure to study by virtue of the smaller possible solution
space. Also, the mosaic floorplan can be easily extended to the general floorplan by adding empty
blocks with a controlled number of gaps (i.e., holes). Overall, the corner links representation pro-
vides (1) complete abstraction of the given 3D floorplan and (2) efficient to construct the original
floorplan.

5 3D FLOORPLAN REPRESENTATION ALGORITHMS

In this section, we describe three algorithms: (i) to obtain the corner links representation from the
given 3D mosaic floorplan (Algorithm 1 in Section 5.1), (ii) to convert corner links representation to
partial order representation (Algorithm 2 in Section 5.2), and (iii) to restore the absolute coordinates
of the entire blocks in the 3D floorplan by using the relative orders of stitching planes described
by the partial order representation (Algorithm 3 in Section 5.3).

5.1 3D Mosaic Floorplan to Corner Links Representation

Algorithm 1 describes the procedure to obtain the corner links representation from the given 3D
mosaic floorplan. Based on Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.2, we can obtain a complete set of all the
corner links in a 3D mosaic floorplan consisting of a set of blocks described with eight corners’
coordinates for each block. Starting with sorting, every 1/8 corner of each block searches adjacent
blocks that have 1/8 neighboring corners intersecting at the same coordinate, indicating that Al-
gorithm 1 performs in O (m logm) where m is the number of blocks. As discussed in the previous
Sections 3.1 and 4.1, we consider 1/8 neighboring corners of the Hamming distance 1 or 3 only
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ALGORITHM 1: 3D Mosaic Floorplan to Corner Links Representation

Input: A 3D floorplan as a set of the entire blocks, composed of eight corners’ coordinates per each block

Output: A complete set of the corner links in the given 3D floorplan

Procedure getCornerLinks (sBlock)

/* Initialization */

sCorners ← {− − −,− + +,+ − +,+ + −,− − +,− + −,+ − −,+ + +};
sOppositeCorners ← either {− − −,− + +,+ − +,+ + −} or {− − +,− + −,+ − −,+ + +}; // linked corners

sLinkinдCorners ← {sCorners \ sOppositeCorners}; // linking corners

CornerLinks .clear();

/* Sort the set of all blocks in the given 3D mosaic floorplan */

sSortedBlock ← ∅;
for each dimension d ∈ {X ,Y ,Z } do

sSortedBlock ← sortBlock(sBlock , d);

end

/* Find neighboring corners for each block */

for each block Ai ∈ sSortedBlock do

for each 1/8 corner v of Ai where v ∈ sLinkinдCorners do

/* Find 1/8 neighboring corners of the Hamming distance = 1 */

for each block Aj ∈ sSortedBlock where i � j do

for each 1/8 corner w of Aj where w ∈sOppositeCorners do

if v.coordi == w.coordi && getHamDist(v,w) == 1 && cornerLink (v,w) � CornerLinks then

CornerLinks .add (v,w);

end

end

end

/* Find 1/8 neighboring corners of the Hamming distance = 3 */

for each block Aj ∈ sSortedBlock where i � j do

for each 1/8 corner w of Aj where w ∈sOppositeCorners do

if v.coordi == w.coordi && getHamDist(v,w) == 3 && cornerLink (v,w) � CornerLinks then

CornerLinks .add (v,w);

end

end

end

end

end

Procedure getHamDist (v, w)

distHamminд← 0 ;

for each dimension d of corner v where d ∈ {X ,Y ,Z } do

if v .d �w .d then

distHamminд + +;

end

end

return distHamminд;
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ALGORITHM 2: Corner Links Representation to Partial Order Representation

Input: Complete set of corner links in the 3D floorplan, composed of a set of equivalent block corners

Output: Three partial orders for each dimension X , Y , and Z (i.e., three lists of stitching planes that are

ordered to each dimension)

Procedure getPartialOrders (CornerLinks)

/* Note: ith cornerLink cLi ∈ CornerLinks is composed of a set of neighboring corners nCj ,

which includes all pairs of 1/8 corners in the adjacent blocks that intersect at the same coordinate.

jth neighboring corner nCj ∈ cLi is defined as Axyz = Bxyz

where A and B denote blocks and x , y, zindicate the relative location of the corner as + or −. */

for each dimension d ∈ {X ,Y ,Z } do

sStitchinдPlanes (d ) ← ∅;
end

for each cornerLink cLi ∈ CornerLinks do

for each neighboringCorners nCj ∈ cLi do

for each dimension d ∈ {X ,Y ,Z } of the corner equation of nCj do

Obtain d-dimensional equivalent corner relation, i.e., stitching plane cPi (d );

sStitchinдPlanes (d ) ← sStitchinдPlanes (d ) ∪ stitchingPlane cPi (d );

end

end

end

for each sStitchinдPlanes (d ) where d ∈ {X ,Y ,Z } do
partialOrder (d ) ← acyclicDirectedGraph(sStitchinдPlanes (d ));

end

as described in Algorithm 1, since 1/8 neighboring corners of the Hamming distance 2 should be
covered after we take 1/8 neighboring corners of the Hamming distance 1. With this in mind,
Algorithm 1 searches neighboring corners of the Hamming distance 1 first, then searches 3. Al-
gorithm 1 ends up with a complete set of the corner links that uniquely describe the topological
structure of the original floorplan, resulting in 4(m − 1) corner links.

5.2 Corner Links Representation to Partial Order Representation

Algorithm 2 describes a procedure to convert the corner links representation to the partial order
representation. Based on Theorem 4.3, a complete list of the corner links in the 3D floorplan can
be reduced to the three partial orders for each dimension of the 3D space by using stitching planes.
From the inputs of the complete set of corner links in floorplan, Algorithm 2 develops three par-
tial orders for each dimension X , Y , and Z as its outputs. The resulting partial orders are acyclic
directed graphs, i.e., topologically ordered three transitive closure graphs per each dimension.

Note that corner links are composed of a set of neighboring corners, and each corner link has at
least two and the even number of 1/8 corners as shown in Lemma 4.2, i.e., we have at least a pair of
neighboring corners in the corner link. Also, all 1/8 neighboring corners are pair-wise equal by the
corner equations. In Algorithm 2, ith corner link cLi in the set of the corner links CornerLinks is
composed of a set of neighboring cornersnCj , which includes all pairs of 1/8 corners in the adjacent
blocks that intersect at the same coordinate. And jth neighboring cornernCj is defined with corner
equation as Axyz = Bxyz where A and B denote blocks determining nCj and x , y, z indicate the
relative location of the corner within the blocks as + or −. Through the first FOR-loop, we initialize
sets of stitching planes per each dimension, sStitchinдPlanes (d ), as empty sets. We then proceed
the second FOR-loop for each corner link cLi in a set CornerLinks that includes the entire corner
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ALGORITHM 3: Partial Order Representation to Absolute Coordinate

Input: Three partial orders for each dimension X , Y , and Z
Output: Absolute coordinates of − − − and + + + corners of each block

Procedure getCoordinateForAllBlocks (partialOrders)

for each partialOrder (d ) ∈ partialOrders do
/* i.e., for each dimension d where d ∈ {X ,Y ,Z } */

initialPlane iP ← floorplanSpace.d−;

iP .d−.coordinate← 0;

sBlock ← {Ai | blocks that are connectedfrom iP plane in partialOrder (d )};

for each block Ai ∈ sBlock do
/* Block Ai is ith block of sBlock */

Ai .d−.coordinate← iP .d−.coordinate;

end

while sBlock � ∅ do

getPlusCoordinate (sBlock);

updateSetBlock (sBlock);

end

end

Procedure getPlusCoordinate (sBlock)

for each block Ai ∈ sBlock do

Ai .d+.coordinate← Ai .d−.coordinate + Ai .d .dimension;

end

Procedure updateSetBlock (sBlock)

for each block Ai ∈ sBlock do

if (Ai .d+ plane touches floorplanSpace.d+) then

sBlock ← sBlock \ Ai ;

continue;

end

sNewBlock ← {Bj | blocks that are faced with Ai .d+ plane in partialOrder (d )};

for each block Bj ∈ sNewBlock do

Bj .d−.coordinate← Ai .d+.coordinate;

end

sBlock ← sBlock ∪ sNewBlock ;

sBlock ← sBlock \ Ai ;

end

links of the given 3D floorplan. For each corner link cLi , we traverse every neighboring corner nCj

in cLi and obtain each dimensional equivalent corner relation from the corner equation ofnCj . This
equivalent corner relation determines the stitching plane cPi j (d ), which will be added into the set
of stitching planes for each dimension d . After traversing all corner links through the second FOR-
loop, we have complete sets of stitching planes for each dimension. As every stitching plane defines
the relative location of blocks, we can generate each dimensional partial order partialOrder (d ) by
obtaining the acyclic directed graph of stitching planes in sStitchinдPlanes (d ). Traversing the
entire corner links yields the partial order representation, showing O (m) time complexity where
m is the number of blocks.
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5.3 Partial Order Representation to Absolute Coordinates

Algorithm 3 describes the procedure to restore the absolute coordinates of all blocks in the 3D
floorplan from the partial order representation. As discussed in Section 4.4, the partial order rep-
resentation can restore the absolute coordinates of all blocks in the 3D floorplan, since the partial
orders give the topological-relative orders of all blocks for each dimension. For each dimensional
partial order partialOrder (d ), Algorithm 3 starts with the initialPlane iP as the minimum plane
of the floorplan space floorplanSpace.d−, i.e., the root node of each dimensional partial order. We
define the absolute coordinates of these root nodes as 0. In Algorithm 3, sBlock is a set of blocks to
be considered in each WHILE-loop iteration, and is initialized as a set of blocks that are connected
from iP plane in partialOrder (d ). For each block Ai ∈ sBlock , we determine the minimum coor-
dinate of block Ai (i.e., Ai .d−.coordinate) as the minimum coordinate of the 3D floorplan space
(i.e., iP .d−.coordinate). We execute WHILE-loop until sBlock becomes empty set. WHILE-loop
has two subprocedures. Procedure getPlusCoordinate (sBlock) obtains the maximum coordi-
nates of each block Ai in sBlock , which adds Ai ’s d dimension to block Ai ’s minimum coordi-
nate. Then Procedure updateSetBlock (sBlock) is performed for each block Ai ∈ sBlock . The
procedure first removes block Ai from sBlock if block Ai touches the maximum coordinate of the
given 3D floorplan. Otherwise, the procedure separately creates a set of blocks sNewBlock con-
taining all blocks faced with the maximum coordinate of blockAi . For each block Bj ∈ sNewBlock ,
we define the minimum coordinates of block Bj as the maximum coordinate of block Ai . Then the
procedure adds all blocks in sNewBlock into sBlock , and removes block Ai from sBlock . We ob-
tain the absolute coordinates of all blocks when we terminate WHILE-loop. Traversing the entire
blocks in three transitive closure graphs gives sufficient information to restore the absolute coor-
dinates of the entire blocks in the original 3D floorplan, showing O (m) time complexity where m
is the number of blocks.

6 CONCLUSION

In this article, we have presented our new 3D floorplan representation, the corner links represen-

tation. We define the corner links representation as the spatial relationships describing all corner
relations of the entire blocks in the 3D mosaic floorplan. A corner link as a set of 1/8 corners that
intersect at the same coordinate and belong to the adjacent blocks next to each other in X , Y , Z ,
or diagonal direction. A corner link consists of pair(s) of neighboring corners with odd number
of the Hamming distance. We have analyzed the corner links representation’s key properties with
lemmas, theorems, and their proofs along with the corresponding partial order representation, i.e.,
three transitive closure graphs (TCGs) for each dimension. We have demonstrated the followings:
(1) The corner links is a complete representation for 3D floorplan. (2) The corner links representa-
tion can be reduced to the partial order representation. (3) A non-degenerate 3D mosaic floorplan
can be equivalently expressed by the corresponding four trees representation. (4) A partial order
representation with three transitive closure graphs captures all stitching planes in the 3D mosaic
floorplan, in order of their respective dimensions. (5) The 3D floorplan is a valid floorplan if the
partial order representation describes relations between all pairs of blocks in the 3D mosaic floor-
plan. (6) The partial order representation can restore the absolute coordinates of all blocks in the
3D mosaic floorplan by using the given physical dimensions of blocks. We leave to our future work
a couple of directions: (i) more encoding schemes for the corner links representation and four trees
representation (ii) further reduce the total number of combinations while preserving the complete-
ness of the encoding, and (iii) extension of our representation methodology to four (4D) or even
higher dimensions for the mapping of dynamic re-programmable 3D devices, the thermal/power
management minimizing the peak temperature, and so on.
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